
Annex 5 Baile Hill Kyme

Yes No Comments

YES

NO

Yes C would be better for me personally, but I suppose B would on average be better for all, being centrally located.  

YES

Yes

Yes It would be of interest to us to know how often the gates would be maintained by yourselves.  We would be happy for refuse collectors to have access to the alleyway. 

NO My reasons are as follows: There is so little crime/anti social behaviour in this street, the expense of alleygating cannot be justified. I do not want to live in an (alley) gated community.  I have a log 

delivery to the rear of my property approx 1xmonth in winter, which is essential to my heating and gates would interfere with this.  I have had an anti-landfill sale at the rear of my property, and would 

like to be able to have more community events like that - alleygating would make this impossible. 

Yes

No We strongly object to the proposal for the following reasons; it is not acceptable that refuse has to be taken through the house for collection; what happens to the wheelie bins?  If bags are left at the 

front it will attract vermin such as rats and foxes.  It will also cause problems for people walking along the footpath if bags are left in front of the houses.  If the alleyway is gated it will make it 

impossible for workmen carrying out repairs to the rear of these old properties to carry out this work without going through the houses causing unecessary disruption, damage and dirt within the 

house.  No to gating the alleyway!

NO

Yes Disabled

YES

Yes We do not feel strongly about this issue but are happy to support it if others in the area want this.  We do not want to carry bins through house and upstairs to the front but are happy to carry them to 

current Kyme Street collection point, outside the proposed gates at point B

NO I don't agree with gating a public right of way.  I do not want extra disruption when putting out bin bags etc.  I do not want to have to go through gates with my bicycle etc. 

No The problem is residents are putting out their rubbish too early and wheelie bins are being left out in the alleyway, instead of residents storing them in their yards/gardens.  Although there is some 

vandalism and anti-social behaviour, this would be reduced/mitigated if residents kept their rubbish and wheelie bins on their property until the collection day.  Putting rubbish out at the front will 

mean carrying through our home and then an unsightly pile of bags/bins etc on what is a beautiful road next to the historic walls of the city of York.  If the gating goes ahead - not in favour - 

collection of rubbish should remain at the rear or the properties. 

NO Expenditure is unneccessary. Barriers would be ineffectual to those of malevolent intent.

No I live at no 9 Newton Terrace and have vehicular access through the proposed gate position at point B onto Kyme Street.  I am concerned that your proposal to construct a gate at this access will 

end up with an accumulation of wheelie bins and rubbish bags around this gate blocking the route through and would like to know what facilities you have made for positioning wheelie bins on 

collection days to avoid blocking access.  I have complained in the past about the number of wheelie bins in this back lane which are not taken back home after collection day, these can be used as 

a stepping stone to help a burglar climb over the alley walls into residents back gardens. Removal of bins after collection is not enforced at the moment and I doubt things would change if the gates 

were built.  I would also imagine that if the bins are left in the vicinity of the gates before or after collection days they will be used to climb over the gates.  In the last year I have also witnessed a 

number of different youths searching through bins in this back alley.  This is presumably because they are being used as drop off points by the local drug community now that the last drop off point 

at the public bin on Victor Street has been removed.  If the council took proper measures to enforce the rules on leaving rubbish and wheelie bins out this would be less of a problem.  Personally I 

think it won't be long before the passcode becomes common knowledge and that a security camera system to see who is passing through Bishophill would be more of a deterrent. 



NO We are not aware of any need for gates. The only problem we experience is residents leaving rubbish, which could well be exacerbated by the gates.  The proposed gate at B would deny us 

vehicular access to our rear gate.  The three gates would also make it impossible to place bins outside at the rear other than in Kyme Street.  It is not possible to take our bin through the house to 

Newton Terrace.  It is unreasonable to expect a considered response without a clear indication of how rubbish disposal would be provided for. 

YES My house is close to where Gate B would be sited.  On several occassions I have had unnerving experiences at night because of men coming to urinate in the allyway and twice the house next door 

to me has had bicycles taken from their yard.  It is not not difficult for an able bodied man to climb over the walls if he has an accomplice.  On other occassions while walking my dog at night, I have 

been frightened by men hiding at the entrances to the Kyme Street alley.  I would very much welcome the added security offered by the gates - I was burgled last year. 

NO If a gate is erected at Point B it will block access to our garage.  Our car is 2.1m in diameter.  The alley at this point is 2.9m wide.  The posts we believe are 40cm wide.  Therefore it would not be 

possible to reverse the car into the garage. 

No At the moment refuse collection is at either end of the alley - gating would prevent this from continuing. Taking refuse through the house to the front is totally impractical.  The alley is wide enough 

for vehicular access which is very useful for tradesmen such as window cleaners, gardeners, builders etc and stops them blocking Newton Terrace - if you gate the alley how is a window cleaner 

going to get access to clean the rear windows?

Yes

To be effective, all entrances at A, B & C need to be gated - rather than just the ones at B&C.  I/we would not be in favour if refuse collections were to be made from the front of properties in Newton 

Terrace/Kyme Street.

YES

YES

The gate will be at the back of my house.  I am ONLY in favour if the access from our backyard is into the gated section of the alley.  There is a very bad rubbish problem with bins that people don't 

remove and flytipping in an area where children play.  This must be solved by finding a different area for bins and better enforcement against people leaving their bins there. 

Yes

YES The alleyway is seldom maintained and needs a closer inspection

15 in favour

13 against Waste collection issues subsequently resolved at site meeting with PROW, councillors, residents and Waste Strategy

Cornlands Road Park 

YES Near the electricity building there is a gap where rubbish is dumped, I have informed yourselves of this on numerous occasions.  There have also been fires set at the side of the electricity building.  

Can a metal fence be fitted to stop this happening?  The electricity building also needs addressing - fires, fly tipping, kids climbing on roof. 

YES

YES

NO

Yes

NO The reasons for me opposing the closing of the snicket is because the majority of Tennent Road residents use the snicket including most school children.  If the snicket does become closed, the 

council will need to put in place a footpath across the park for residents who live further back from the snicket otherwise they would often walk right round to the end of Tennent Road.  Plus the path 

(park?) gets quite muddy in bad weather. 

YES

YES

YES

(no response indicated)

Yes

9 in favour

2 against



Consultee Comments

Chief Officer of Police Thank you for your correspondence of the 28
th

 November and 1
st
 December 2014 with regards to the gating off of alleyways between Kyme Street and Newton 

Terrace and Cornlands Road, York.  I have studied the proposals and on behalf of the Chief Officer of North Yorkshire Police offer the following observations: No 

comment.  Steve Burrell. 

CityFibre Locations: Baile Hill Terrace/Kyme Street and Cornlands Road/Tennent Road.  You recently requested information pertaining to the above location and in relation to 

CityFibre Holdings Ltd plant.  I can confirm that at this current time we have NO PLANT which may be affected by your proposed works.  However, due to the nature 

of our works this could change dependent on the roll out of the programmes.  The validity of this response is 6 weeks, after such time a new enquiry would need to be 

made.  

Yorkshire Water Yorkshire Water have no clean water apparatus which is likely to be affected by the proposed gating in Baile Hill Terrace/Kyme Street.

Harrogate Bridleways I have viewed this proposal on behalf of Harrogate Bridleways Association and can advise that we have no objections or observations to make.

Northern Gas Networks Plans received - no apparatus.

Ramblers (David Nunns) We are not shown the data behind this proposed scheme in respect of recent crime and anti-social behaviour, so cannot comment as to whether the requirements of 

the legislation is met.  The Alley shown from Point A actually appears to extend to the rear of 29 Victor Street and Victoria Bar Apartments.  Your proposal could be 

considered in 2 parts, namely the 2 footpaths between Victor Street and Kyme Street to where they meet the Back Lane B-C and the Back Lane itself.    Wheelie bins, 

black bags and recycling boxes, wherever possible, should not be left at the front of houses without forecourts in this area, as the footways are very narrow to 

negotiate if obstacles are present.  Your points B&C are set back to allow either vehicles to move off the nearby carriageways, prior to opening the gates, or provide 

sufficient means to hold wheelie bins, black bags and recycling boxes on collection days.  We believe the same should apply at Point A, although Point B may suffice 

due to 13-29 Victor Street having small forecourts.  It may be that fear of crime and ASB is the reason for this request, rather than actual activitiy at the rear of the 

properties.  Better locks on gates accessing these alleyways/lanes may reduce crime, rather than closure.  As as result of your consultation you may find a narrow 

gate behind 8 Newton Terrace, together with one near Point A may be a proportionate measure for the lower numbered houses, leaving B-C open.

Atkins/Vodaphone No Objection


